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Abstract. In arid regions, debris flows (DFs) are occasion-
ally observed when heavy rainfall hits steep slopes with un-
consolidated materials. Despite the related hazards, not much
is yet known about the critical rainfall conditions for DF
initiation in dryland areas mainly due to a lack of observa-
tions and data. In this study, we use high-resolution digital
surface models and orthophotos to detect DFs on the arid
slopes of the Dead Sea’s northwestern margins, as well as
weather radar rainfall estimates for the characterization of the
triggering and non-triggering storms. We identify deposits
from over 40 relatively small DFs that occurred between
2013 and 2019. We divide them into four groups based on
their spatial distribution and triggering period, and we iden-
tify the most likely triggering storms based on weather radar
data and additional information. We show that the DFs were
likely triggered by an intense convective cell (lasting less
than 45 min) which was preceded by non-negligible rainfall
amounts (about 10 mm) delivered during the storm. Compar-
ing triggering and non-triggering storms, we observed that
rain intensity alone is insufficient to explain the phenom-
ena and discuss the possibility that antecedent rainfall could
represent a critical factor for the triggering of DFs on steep
slopes of arid environments.

1 Introduction

Debris flows (DFs) are gravity-driven, downslope flows of
water and sediment mixtures (Takahashi, 2014; Iverson,
1997). They constitute one of the most impactful natural haz-
ards in mountainous regions, with casualties and damage to

infrastructure. Debris flows commonly follow pre-existing
channels and often end at lower gradients, where lobes of
sediments are deposited at the mountain front. Cohesion-
less sediments that cover steep mountain slopes (e.g., collu-
vium or pyroclastic deposits) usually provide the debris ma-
terial. The typical morphological characteristics of DFs in-
clude levees along the channel sides, terminal lobes, coarse
and poorly sorted grains, and U-shaped flow channels with
a low depth / width ratio (Costa, 1988; Pierson, 2005; Wells
and Harvey, 1987). Debris flows are typically triggered by
heavy precipitation or, more rarely, by sudden snowmelt or
ice melt in mountainous and volcanic areas. Short-duration
convective storms constitute a key factor in DF triggering
because high rain intensities may easily exceed the soil in-
filtration capacity causing surface runoff, leading to the trig-
gering (Church and Miles, 1987; Iverson, 2000; Mostbauer
et al., 2018; Dunkerley, 2021; Caine, 1980).

Debris flows can occur in arid and semiarid regions (Webb
et al., 1989; Blackwelder, 1928; Stolle et al., 2015; Coe et al.,
1997; Moreiras and Sepúlveda, 2022; Sepúlveda et al., 2006,
2014) as a result of the heavy rainfall extremes characterizing
these areas (Marra and Morin, 2015) and of the quick runoff
response typical of arid and unvegetated soils (Zoccatelli
et al., 2019). In arid northern Chile, Sepulveda et al. (2006)
identified possible relationships between large-scale climatic
drivers, such as El Niño episodes, and debris flow triggering.
Similarly, Sepulveda et al. (2014) closely examined a debris
flow triggering by an extreme rainstorm in the same region.
In addition, DFs were extensively studied in the semiarid to
arid regions of the Grand Canyon slopes in northern Ari-
zona, where they mostly occur when runoff triggers failures
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in colluvium during intense rainfall (Griffiths, 2004; Melis
et al., 1995; Webb et al., 1989). Based on the available data,
sustained intensity exceeding 20 mmh−1 and a total rainfall
of 25 to 50 mm can be considered the minimal threshold for
DF triggering in this area (Melis et al., 1995; Webb et al.,
1989; Melis and Webb, 1993).

This study is conducted along the steep arid slopes of the
eastern Judean Desert on the western margins of the Dead
Sea. DF activity in this region can be particularly danger-
ous to human settlements, main roads and nature reserve in-
frastructure. In addition to their destructive potential, DFs
have here a major influence on slope morphology and allu-
vial fan buildup (Ben David-Novak et al., 2004; Ben David-
Novak, 1998; Ahlborn et al., 2018; Enzel, 2001). Ahlborn
et al. (2018), in particular, examined graded layers deposited
during the Holocene associated with DFs and observed pe-
riods with drier conditions and increased DF activity and
periods with wetter conditions and lower DF activity. They
associated this counterintuitive observation to changes in
the synoptic conditions of the eastern Mediterranean, rais-
ing the question of whether the future occurrence of DFs,
and therefore of the related hazards, could be affected by
the ongoing climate change. While most of the critical en-
vironmental conditions for DF triggering are met, e.g., un-
consolidated sediments on steep slopes, it seems that the
most limiting factor in this area is precipitation (Ben David-
Novak et al., 2004). The only studies about modern DFs
in the area focused on a few rainstorms that occurred be-
tween the years 1987–1997 (Ben David-Novak, 1998; Ben
David-Novak et al., 2004). They suggest that minimum con-
ditions for DF triggering consist of rainfall intensity exceed-
ing 30 mmh−1 for a duration of at least 1 h, although the typ-
ical lifetime of convective cells in the area is shorter (around
20–40 min according to Belachsen et al., 2017). Moreover,
the characteristics of the rainfall that occurred before the trig-
gering cells were not considered in previous studies (e.g.,
Ben David-Novak et al., 2004).

The possible importance of antecedent rainfall on land-
slide triggering was extensively studied for non-arid envi-
ronments (e.g., Glade et al., 2000; Aleotti 2004; Guzzetti
et al., 2008; Frattini et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2021). It was
suggested that in areas where slopes are covered by perme-
able soils or sediments, antecedent rainfall is less important
in reducing the potential of failure (Rahardjo et al., 2001;
Brand, 1992; Corominas and Moya, 1999). To the best of
our knowledge, however, the effect of antecedent rainfall on
DF triggering in arid regions has not yet been explored, prob-
ably due to the lack of DF observations and of adequate rain-
fall data. An improved knowledge of the rainfall character-
istics leading to DFs in arid regions is critical for the un-
derstanding of the triggering mechanisms and for improving
our ability to provide effective early warnings. In this paper
we aim at improving our understanding of the critical con-
ditions for DF triggering in arid areas by combining high-
resolution topography models, field surveys and an advanced

archive of high-resolution gauge-adjusted radar rainfall es-
timates which comprise both triggering and non-triggering
events.

The paper is organized as follows. After introducing the
reader to the study area (Sect. 2), we present our mapping
of DFs in the study area (Sect. 3) and the identification of
the most likely triggering rainfall (Sect. 4). We close by dis-
cussing the role of antecedent rainfall for DF triggering and
the potential implications for DF frequency in the region
(Sect. 5). We close with a collection of the main conclusions
(Sect. 6).

2 Study area

The study area is located on the east side of the northern
Judean Desert, on the northwestern escarpment of the Dead
Sea basin (Fig. 1). We focus on the portion of the escarpment
limited to the north by the Wadi Og and to the south by the
Wadi Hever (Fig. 1). The slopes are mostly composed of car-
bonate rock layers including hard limestone and dolomites,
interbedded with weak marl layers. These exposed carbonate
rocks of the Judean group units were deposited on the re-
gional carbonate platform during the Cretaceous (Sneh et al.,
2000; Raz, 1983; Mor, 1987; Roth, 1969). The slope angle
is usually gentle (5–30◦) at the bottom and becoming steep
(above 30◦) or vertical at its upper parts (Fig. 2). This es-
carpment is a result of normal faulting followed by ongoing
erosional processes along the margins of the Dead Sea basin
since the late Miocene to early Pliocene (Garfunkel and Ben-
Avraham, 1996; Garfunkel et al., 1981; Haviv et al., 2006).

The 40 km long studied escarpment can be generally di-
vided into three parts: lower soft sediments, middle collu-
vium and upper cliffs (Fig. 2). In many places along the lower
parts of the escarpment (altitude over 300 m below the mean
sea level), the carbonate rock slopes are covered by lacus-
trine and fluvial sediments (Fig. 2c) deposited during high
lake stands in the Pliocene–Pleistocene periods (Bartov et al.,
2002, 2007; Sneh, 1979; Begin et al., 1980). Many of these
exposures are soft and/or cohesionless and mostly composed
of carbonate pebbles. The upper third of the escarpment, usu-
ally the steepest, is rocky and composed of hard carbonate
rocks (mostly dolomites). The middle part of the escarpment
is mostly covered by colluvium composed of fragments orig-
inated from the rock mass above (Fig. 2b). While the col-
luvium coverage may change from place to place along the
escarpment, it is still abundant and does not represent a limit-
ing factor for DF triggering in the study area. The colluvium
thickness is changing laterally with an observed maximum
value of a few meters. At the surface, the colluvial material
is usually grain-supported with increasing amounts of fine
particles at depths of a few tens of centimeters. The collu-
vium fine fraction (less than 2 mm) is dominated by crushed
dolomites and some quartz, calcite and phyllosilicates proba-
bly from an eolian source. This fine material becomes muddy
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Figure 1. Map of the study area. An inset shows the location of the study area (black rectangle) and of the weather radar (yellow point) on a
map of the eastern Mediterranean. The 43 DF deposits were mapped using elevation difference maps from the years 2013–2015 (in blue) and
2015–2017 (in red). The deposits were classified into four groups (black ellipse). Rain gauge stations of the Israel Meteorological Service
are marked by purple and green points for automatic (10 min) and manual (daily) stations, respectively.

and unstable once exposed to water. The lacustrine and flu-
vial sediments, together with the colluvial deposits, consti-
tute the typical source material of DFs in the study area (Ben
David-Novak et al., 2004).

In the study area, the average annual precipitation ranges
between 50 to 100 mm, based on constantly recording
rain gauges for the years 1991–2020 (https://ims.gov.il/en/
ClimateAtlas, last access: 6 March 2023; see Fig. 1 for sta-
tion locations). This variation in precipitation has a clear ge-
ographic gradient, with lower amounts observed in the south-
ern part caused by the decreasing frequency of precipitation,

as well as in the eastern part caused by the orographic shad-
ing of the Judean Mountains. The rainy season is between
October and May, with more frequent rainstorms during the
winter (December to February), generally related to Mediter-
ranean cyclones. Some less frequent but more intense rain-
storms occur during the autumn and spring months, generally
related to Active Red Sea Troughs (ARSTs). While Mediter-
ranean cyclones are characterized by regional-scale rainfall
that decreases southward and eastward in the study area,
ARSTs produce heavy and localized convective rain cells
which tend to occur more uniformly across our domain (Ar-
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Figure 2. The studied escarpment and the observed DF deposits.
(a) The northern part of the study area where group 1 DFs were
observed. The escarpment is generally divided into three parts: the
upper cliffs, middle colluvium and lower soft sediments. A truck
and a bus are marked for scale by blue and purple arrows, respec-
tively. The extents of the zoomed-in photos are marked by red rect-
angles. (b) A section of the middle colluvium part of the escarp-
ment. Colluvium cover (some are pointed out by white arrows) with
some large boulders is cut by small ephemeral streams that end with
DF deposits. The source material is usually clearly seen in the col-
luvium above these deposits. (c) A DF lobe at the end of a short
ephemeral stream. The deposits source from the light-color lacus-
trine sediments.

mon et al., 2019; Hochman et al., 2022). On rare occasions,
systems of tropical origin, termed tropical plumes, may hit
the region with large amounts of precipitation at the regional
scale (Tubi and Dayan, 2014).

3 Debris flows detection and characterization

3.1 Mapping methods

Aiming to detect modern, natural changes resulting from
mass-wasting processes along the studied escarpment, we
compared aerial photos and high-resolution digital surface
models that were available for the years 2013–2019. Dur-
ing that period, no additional instrumentation was installed
in the study area to identify triggered DFs. We therefore
used the available orthophotos and digital surface models
to map new DF deposits and to minimize the time interval
of triggering. The digital surface models are the product of
airborne light detection and ranging (lidar) scans, having a
spatial resolution of 0.5 m per pixel with spatial uncertainty
lower than 1 m. In the vertical dimension, the digital surface

models’ absolute elevation error is lower than 0.35 m. We
obtained digital surface models for every second year: 2013
(scan date 29–31 May 2013), 2015 (April–May 2015), 2017
(12 May 2017) and 2019 (29–30 September 2019). In or-
der to identify topography changes, we subtract the earlier
digital surface model from the more recent one. The new
raster of elevation differences, also known as digital eleva-
tion model of difference (DoD), should have positive values
if material added, negative for deficiency and around zero for
no change (Williams, 2012; Morino et al., 2019). In general,
this is the case apart from two exceptions: (1) the average
difference value for stationary areas is non-zero, suggesting
a vertical offset of a few tens of centimeters; and (2) noisy re-
sults around high relief lines (cliffs). The first issue, probably
caused by a systematic error in the digital surface model el-
evation, is expected to have a minor influence on our results:
to ensure a better detection we computed the mean offset by
averaging several stationary areas and subtracted it from the
DoD. The second issue mostly affects the cliff area, and the
cliff lineaments in particular, and consists of noisy raster val-
ues (neighboring cells with values above and below zero).
This artifact is not expected to affect our detection because
DFs are recognized by nearby regions with similar values,
so noisy areas can be easily excluded. However, some tiny
DF deposits are possibly missed by this procedure, especially
those with an area smaller than 25 m2 and average thickness
smaller than 0.6 m.

In order to narrow our uncertainty in the estimated time
of triggering (otherwise only limited by the time interval
between airborne lidar scans), we used orthophotos, media
and social network documentation. In terms of aerial pho-
tos, we mostly use geometrically corrected orthophotos with
a resolution of 0.25 m per pixel from the years 2015 (pho-
tos taken in June–July 2015) and 2016 (photos taken 15–
30 April 2016). Nevertheless, for most cases, the exact timing
of the DF triggering was unknown, and we had to identify the
most probable triggering date as described below.

3.2 Identified debris flows and field observations

We identified 43 DF deposits that occurred between the years
2013–2019. Two additional deposits were classified as rock-
falls and removed from the analyses. The DF deposits are
located along small ephemeral streams that drain the cliff
area above them and present evidence of previous DF activ-
ity. This suggests that they were mobilized by flow events
and therefore considered DFs, as suggested by Hungr et
al. (2001). The DFs we examine are small-sized, with a
maximum runout distance (between the source location and
deposit) of a few tens of meters. The areal extent of each
DF deposit ranges between 10 and 1000 m2 with an aver-
age value of 150 m2 and elongated shapes of about 30 m in
length and 5 m in width. Although during the studied pe-
riod (2013–2019) only small-sized and short-runout-distance
DFs could be clearly mapped, longer-runout-distance DFs
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Figure 3. An example of debris flow deposits triggered prior to
2013. A distal lobe (white arrow), two levees (blue arrows), and
a wide and shallow channel in between them at the end of the
ephemeral stream drained the cliff area.

from past events are observed along the studied escarpment
(Fig. 3). In principle, it is possible that larger DFs did occur
during the studied period (2013–2019), but subsequent road
construction and floods blurred the DF tracks. This made it
impossible for us to detect them by means of DoDs and to
verify the nature of the phenomena (e.g., distinguishing be-
tween DFs and flash floods) based on field surveys. This is
to emphasize that, although the studied DFs are relatively
small, their triggering mechanism is similar to potentially
more hazardous DFs. All the mapped DFs in this study are
of the first to second stream order, following the “top down”
system division. Their drainage basins are extremely small,
usually limited to the cliff itself or to a kilometer west of the
clifftop at most. The spatial extent of each DF deposit was
mapped into a polygon based on the DoDs (positive values
for added material). These polygons were primarily grouped
according to the time interval they were triggered (2-year in-
tervals based on the lidar scans): 17 DFs between 2013 and
2015 and 26 DFs between 2015 and 2017, while no deposits
were identified for the period 2017–2019 (Fig. 1).

Figure 4. Mapping and characterization of debris flows in the field
and the topographic models. (a) Natural changes on the steep slope
east to Metsoke Dragot village as reflected from the DoD of the
years 2013–2015. Brown shades suggest newly deposited materials
while dark green shades represent new depressions. More details
on the DF in the purple rectangle are shown in panels (b) to (f).
Arrows mark three additional DF deposits. (b) Zoom-in on the DF
area, where the source of the debris material and the elongated de-
posits are clearly seen on the map. Upper-slope cliffs (black lines)
are noisier in the DoD. (c) A channel (dashed line shows its path)
incised in the unconsolidated colluvium. (d) The DF channel with
parallel levees on its margins. (e) Deposits of the lobe complex.
(f) The distal lobe.

Aiming to verify that the mapped deposits are indeed the
result of DFs, we explored their structure and morphology
in the field (Fig. 4). In many cases, the DFs are located on
very steep slopes (20–40◦) with limited access. All mapped
deposits and their related upstream erosional scours (i.e., de-
pressions along the streams where the missing material is the
source for the debris material) are located along or at the edge
of short ephemeral streams that drain the cliff. The deposited
sediments are poorly sorted, a principal characteristic that
distinguished DFs from water-laid sediments. Distal lobes,
also known as depositional lobes, are observed for all the
mapped deposits at the toe of the flow. For some cases, also
side lobes are observed upstream along the flow path (Fig. 4e
and f). Levees, usually a few tens of centimeters high, are
occasionally observed on both sides of the channel, although
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they are barely seen in the DoDs. In the field, the greyish lev-
ees are clearly distinguished from the surrounding brownish
colluvium (Figs. 3 and 4d). These levees consist of relatively
large fragments, similar to those found in the lobes. All these
elements suggest that these deposits were caused by DFs.

For most of the mapped DFs (37 cases), the deposits con-
sist of unsorted dolomite and limestone angular fragments
with a maximum size of a few tens of centimeters. This de-
posit composition reflects the colluvium composition above
it, which is mostly composed of the upper-escarpment cliffs
and some eolian fine particles. Hence, the source for the de-
bris material is the talus at the base of these cliffs (Fig. 2b).
In contrast, in fewer DFs (six cases) located at the bottom of
the lower step on the escarpment, the deposits consisted of
rounded fragments, apparently derived from the nearby cliff
of lacustrine and conglomerate sediments (Fig. 2c). These
same two sources of debris materials were also reported by a
previous study in the region (Ben David-Novak et al., 2004).

We divided the mapped DFs into four groups based on
the triggering time interval and on their spatial distribution
across the study area, with the assumption that each group
has been triggered by an individual convective cell (Fig. 1).
While it is in theory possible that nearby DFs were trig-
gered by different storms over a short period of time, we
deem this possibility highly unlikely due to the rare occur-
rence of DFs in the region. Conversely, a specific storm that
may last for a few days, could represent the trigger of sev-
eral groups. However, since the distances between groups
observed in the same 2-year time intervals are always greater
than 8 km and the typical scale of convective cells in the re-
gion is smaller (Belachsen et al., 2017; Marra and Morin,
2018), these groups were likely triggered by different con-
vective cells. As we will see, this is possibly the case of our
groups 1 and 4, which occurred in the northern and southern
parts of the study area, respectively (Fig. 1).

4 Rainfall leading to debris flows

We introduce here three concepts that we will use to charac-
terize the properties of the rainfall that led to DF initiation
(see Fig. 5). We define “triggering storm” as the storm event
during which a DF is initiated. To this end, storms are defined
as wet periods separated by at least 5 d of dry weather (i.e.,
120 h with less than 0.1 mmh−1 in the radar data; note that
given the climatology of the area with very few storms per
year, there is little sensitivity to this choice). We define “trig-
gering cell” as the high-intensity convective cell that likely
provided the final trigger to the DF initiation. Last, we define
“antecedent rainfall” as the rainfall observed before the trig-
gering cell and during the triggering storm (i.e., between the
beginning of the triggering storm and the beginning of the
triggering cell).

Figure 5. Schematic representation of the triggering storms show-
ing triggering storm, triggering cell and antecedent rainfall. The col-
ored triangles represent the rainfall throughout the triggering storm:
antecedent rainfall (yellow), triggering cell (orange) and rainfall af-
ter the DF triggering in blue.

4.1 Rainfall data

Our mapping of natural changes along the steep escarpment
between the years 2013–2019 suggests that the majority of
mass-wasting events were caused by DFs. We used both
rainfall stations located within or in close proximity to the
study area and the weather radar of the Israel Meteorologi-
cal Service (Fig. 1) to identify and characterize the triggering
storms. We used the rainfall data from two types of stations
(https://ims.gov.il/en/stations, last access: 6 March 2023) as
shown in Fig. 1: (1) automatic rain gauges with a time reso-
lution of 10 min (from north to south: Bet Haarava, Metsoke
Dragot, En Gedi bath); (2) daily rain gauges (from north to
south: Almog plantation, Enot Zuqim, Mitzpe Shalem fac-
tory). Weather radar data are used to assess the rainfall con-
ditions above the DFs, and rain gauge data are used to con-
strain and validate the radar data on a regional scale.

The weather radar (https://ims.gov.il/en/node/193, last ac-
cess: 6 March 2023) gives rainfall intensity maps every 5 min
at 500 m resolution, and allows for the spatial analysis of
the event. In particular, weather radar data are essential to
capture the DF-triggering rainfall conditions especially in
convective environments. In fact, rain gauges tend to sys-
tematically underestimate the DF-triggering rainfall because
they sample precipitation fields away from the triggering lo-
cations and because these fields are characterized by sharp
spatial variability and necessarily have high intensities over
the triggering locations (Marra et al., 2016, 2014; Destro
et al., 2017; Nikolopoulos et al., 2014, 2015). Weather radar
data were provided by the Israel Meteorological Service and
elaborated following the procedures described in Marra et
al. (2022), which include physically based corrections and
empirical adjustments based on rain gauge climatology. In
addition, in order to reduce the bias typically observed in our
study area (e.g., see Marra et al., 2022), we gauge-adjusted
the radar data of each storm (see definition above) using data
from the daily rain gauges described above (e.g., see Rinat
et al., 2021). Despite these careful adjustments, the radar
samples the study area about 3 km above the ground (see
Marra et al., 2022), so rainfall at the ground could be mis-
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placed by a few hundreds of meters in the case of strong
winds in the lower atmosphere. This may cause some errors
in the estimation of rain intensities; in particular, because of
the typical characteristics of DF-triggering convective rain-
fall (Marra et al., 2016), we expect that in these cases, our
evaluation could be underestimated. While this does not af-
fect our findings, some caution should be taken regarding the
rain intensity values we report. It is worth noting that the
previous studies in the region (e.g., Ben David-Novak et al.,
2004) were based on data from a different weather radar,
which was, however, located not far from the one used here;
thus, the same caveats are to be used in interpreting those
quantitative estimates.

4.2 Identification of the most likely triggering storms

Since the study area was documented by airborne lidar
roughly every second year, we searched for all the poten-
tial triggering storms that could have triggered the DFs dur-
ing the time intervals between two subsequent scans (Fig. 6).
For the analysis, we consider the location of each DF at the
center of its mapped deposit. The many streams that drain
the cliff have a very small drainage area (maximum distance
between the deposits and the basin head is 750 m). As the
weather radar resolution is 500× 500 m2, we can assume that
the rainfall observed by the radar corresponding to the de-
posit location represents a good approximation of the rainfall
over the drainage basin (Marra et al., 2014).

Following this procedure, we plot for each DF the 5 min
rainfall intensity versus time for its relevant 2-year inter-
val (Fig. 6). For example, for a DF from group number 3,
mapped east to Metsoke Dragot, we used the radar data for
the years 2013–2015. Note that gaps in the radar data are pos-
sible because of technical issues and because during dry pe-
riods the radar is often turned off. In order to make sure that
we did not miss critical storms, we compared the radar data
with rain gauge stations. During the period of 2013–2017, we
found only two storms (8–9 January 2016 and 27–29 January
2017) during which the radar was off.

We picked potential triggering storms by isolating those
storms in which the peak rainfall intensities exceeded
10 mmh−1 and the peak 30 min intensity (average intensity
over 30 min periods) exceeded 5 mmh−1 (Fig. 6). Recall-
ing that previous studies reported thresholds of 30 mmh−1

over 1 h periods and that 10 mmh−1 is often regarded as a
threshold for defining convective precipitation (e.g., Peleg
and Morin, 2012), this selection is based on rather low in-
tensities; i.e., it ensures we will select all the potential trig-
gering storms, and it diminishes the possible impact of radar
underestimation mentioned above. It is worth noting that this
selection is only based on intensity, and no other condition
on rainfall amounts or rainfall preceding the high-intensity is
used.

In total, we identified 11 potential triggering storms that
satisfy the above intensity conditions over the DFs during the

periods of interest (Table 1). Nevertheless, only 7 of these 11
storms satisfied the conditions over all the mapped DFs of a
group of interest (marked by bold text in Table 1 and blue
rectangles in Fig. 6). Therefore, only seven storms can be
considered potential triggering storms. Note that one of them
(26–29 October 2015) is a potential triggering storm for the
DFs of two groups. We should remember that the process of
identifying the triggering cell could be subject to errors, so a
different storm or cell or more than a single convective cell
may have triggered the mapped DFs in a group. The proce-
dure we adopt, however, closely follows our knowledge of
DF triggering in general and of local climatology of storms
in particular, so this possibility is expected to be unlikely.

Once we identified the potential triggering storms, we
needed to narrow down our choice to the most probable storm
that triggered each DF group. To achieve that, we used addi-
tional analysis of the radar data, orthophotos, and online re-
ports from social media and news websites. For each of the
seven potential triggering storms we examined the event time
series in terms of total rainfall and rainfall intensity versus
time for a period of hours to a few days (Fig. 7). We also pro-
duced the 5 min resolution rain intensity maps such as the one
shown in Fig. 8. Using those, we followed the candidate con-
vective cells of each storm in time and examined their spa-
tiotemporal behavior with respect to (i) the mapped deposits
and (ii) areas with similar slopes and/or sediment availability
but no observed DF. This allowed us to narrow our choice. In
some cases, such as group 1 in the northern part of the study
area, we could not clearly pinpoint a single triggering cell for
the DFs in the group, and we needed additional information.
Using two orthophotos from the years 2015–2016 we lim-
ited our search for two out of three storms: 26–27 October
2015 and 10–13 April 2016 (Table 1). We manually searched
several websites (including Facebook, YouTube and newspa-
pers) for relevant photos and videos of floods that could help
us determine the flow characteristics (debris flow or flash
flood) and identify the exact timing of the event. We could
only find a Facebook video showing deposits on the main
road (route no. 90) (https://www.facebook.com/chen.sason.
75/videos/1155321937831332, last access: 6 March 2023)
that crosses the most southern stream of mapped deposits
from group 1 on 27 October 2015. We could use this infor-
mation to pinpoint a specific event and a most likely trigger-
ing cell for group 1 DFs: 27 October 2015 between 13:55–
14:40 LT (UTC+2). Combining the above information, we
ended up identifying the four triggering cells that, based on
the information at hand, most likely triggered the DFs in the
four groups (Table 1).

4.3 Characterization of the rainfall leading to debris
flows

The characteristics of the rainfall during the triggering storms
were examined to evaluate the critical conditions for DF
triggering in the study area. The triggering cells are intense
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Figure 6. Time series of rainfall events over the four groups of DFs. Seven sub-plots of the rainfall intensity versus time (for 2-year intervals)
for seven DFs related to four different groups. In each sub-plot two graphs are shown: the rain intensity in 5 min intervals (in red) and
the smoothed intensity observed over 30 min moving windows (in blue). Horizontal lines mark the two thresholds of 10 mmh−1 (red)
and 5 mmh−1 (blue). Any storm during which the 5 min intensity exceeds the 10 mmh−1 threshold or the 30 min intensity overcomes the
5 mmh−1 threshold is marked by a red or blue dot, respectively. Storms exceeding both thresholds for all the DFs of a group are considered
potential triggering storms (marked by dashed light blue box); among them, the chosen storms are marked by solid light blue box.

and short: intensities are in the range of 10–85 mmh−1 and
durations between about 20 min (groups 2–4) and 45 min
(group 1; Table 1 and Fig. 7). Interestingly, for all DFs, sig-
nificant antecedent rainfall was observed for the triggering
storms during the hours preceding the triggering cell (usually
more than 10 mm; Fig. 7). To further explore this point, we
plotted for each group the spatial distribution of antecedent
rainfall over the study area and compared it with the spatial
distribution of the total rainfall yield of the triggering cells, as
well as with their maximum intensities over 5 and 30 min in-
tervals (an example of such a plot is given in Fig. 9). Fig-
ure 9b–d present the triggering cell characteristics of group 3
(in the center of the map) and suggest that two additional
convective cells (warmer colors) north and south to the main
cell passed through the studied area at the same time. While
the maximum intensities of all three cells exceed 10 mmh−1,
only the central one triggered the DFs (of group 3). Although
the southern cell covers the steep slopes well (meet the steep

slope and sediment conditions) and is similar in rainfall in-
tensity, no DF was triggered. We suggest that this is related
to lower amounts of antecedent rainfall. In contrast, for the
northern cell it seems that the antecedent rainfall condition
is available, but the cell only marginally crossed the steep
slopes (the cell at its peak intensity did not cross the cliff
area).

In order to validate the hypothesis that antecedent rain-
fall is an important factor in DF triggering in the study area,
we examined the whole period between 2013 and 2019 with
the aim of identifying storms which could potentially trigger
DFs in terms of rain intensity but did not. We focused on the
triggering locations of our DFs in order to ensure the suscep-
tibility conditions are met. In Fig. 10 we plot the antecedent
rainfall versus the 5 min rain intensity for a representative
DF deposit from each group. Here, the antecedent rainfall
is calculated automatically over the entire time series as all
the rain accumulated on the deposit pixel over the 120 h pre-
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Table 1. Potential triggering storms and suspected triggering convective cells for the 43 DFs, organized into four groups. The DFs are
numbered by Fid, which is the object ID of a shapefile in ArcGIS Desktop, and in parenthesis the total number of DFs in a group is given.
The weather system that produced the storms is also reported. Bold fonts indicate the potential triggering storms.

Group
number

Fid
(total number
of DFs)

Location Triggered
between
the years

Potentially triggering
storms

Suspected triggering
storm and the
triggering cell

Weather system of
the triggering storm

1 7–30
(24)

Qumran –
Ein Feshkha

2015–2017 15–16 Sep 2015
25–28 Oct 2015
9–13 Apr 2016
27 Feb–1 Mar 2017

25–28 Oct 2015
27 Oct 2015,
13:55–14:40 LT

Active Red Sea
Trougha

2 0–6
(7)

Ovnat area 2013–2015 7–8 May 2014
30 Oct–5 Nov 2014

7–8 May 2014
8 May 2014,
13:50–14:10 LT

Tropical plumeb

3 31–40
(10)

Metsoke Dragot 2013–2015 29–30 Dec 2013
9–19 Mar 2014
8–11 Oct 2014
16–17 Nov 2014
16 Apr 2015

9–19 Mar 2014
14 Mar 2014,
10:35–10:55 LT

Mediterranean
cyclone
(with anomalous
southern track)

4 41–42
(2)

Yishay valley 2015–2017 14–16 Sep 2015
25–29 Oct 2015
9–13 Apr 2016

25–29 Oct 2015
26 Oct 2015,
15:35–15:55 LT

Active Red Sea
Trougha

a See also Marra and Morin (2018); b see also Armon et al. (2018).

Figure 7. Rainfall evolution over the DF locations during the triggering storms (see Table 1). For each group we plot the intensity (spikes)
and cumulative rain (stairs graph) during the triggering storm for all DF locations (where “Fid” is the identification number of the DF) in
the group (the different line colors). Dashed lines mark the peaks of rain intensity. A blue arrow marks the triggering cell during each storm.
Note that the y axis shows both rain intensity (in mmh−1) and total cumulative rain during the storm (in mm).

ceding the specific measured intensity. This automatic defi-
nition provides estimates of the antecedent rainfall that are
equivalent to the ones used earlier, except for the rare storms
lasting longer than 5 d prior to the peak intensity; in these
cases, this automatic definition might underestimate rainfall.
For most cases, in these new graphs we picked the same po-
tential triggering events as we previously showed (Table 1).

Interestingly, for extreme-intensity rainfall events (exceed-
ing 60 mmh−1), like the 15 September 2015 event in group 2
(Fig. 10b) and events on 4 June 2018 and 29 October 2015 in
group 3 (Fig. 10c), no DF deposits were observed even after
re-checking the target area in our DoD.

An interesting additional story is told by Fig. 10a: the
event on 8 May 2014 shows relatively high antecedent rain-
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Figure 8. Weather radar maps. Time snapshots (time increases rightward) of the rain intensity over the study area during the time of the
triggering cell that triggered group 3 DFs (red triangles). A black line marks the Dead Sea shoreline. The highest rain intensities overlap the
group DFs at 10:45 LT (UTC+2), while the whole event is shorter than 30 min.

Figure 9. Rainfall leading to DFs for the event shown in Fig. 8. The clifftop (dashed line), together with the Dead Sea shoreline (solid line),
marks the narrow band of steep escarpment where debris flows may potentially be triggered. Black dots show the location of the rain gauges.
(a) Antecedent rainfall – map of the total rainfall during the March 2014 event until the onset of the trigging cell. (b) The total rainfall
observed during the triggering cell (10:30–11:05 LT). (c) Peak intensity of the triggering cell (5 min time interval). (d) Peak intensity of the
triggering cell (30 min time interval).

fall (more than 10 mm), as well as peak intensity (more
than 50 mmh−1), compared to the likely triggering event on
27 October 2015 but occurred before the DFs in group 1 were
triggered (they were not observed in the lidar flight between
these two storms). Given the strong characteristics of this cell
in terms of both antecedent rainfall and peak intensity and
since the mapping could not be fully effective for small DFs,
we further examined the region around group 1 looking for
potential signatures of the 8 May 2014 storm. Indeed, some
tiny shallow deposits appeared during the period 2013–2015.
They are located on the western edge of the group 1 area in
close proximity to the 8 May 2014 cell peak. While these
mass movements are small with respect to the DFs examined
so far in this paper, they show similar DF-like properties. The

fact that we could find new mass movements based on the re-
quirement of both antecedent rainfall and peak intensity con-
stitutes an additional element supporting our hypothesis.

5 Discussion

5.1 Characterization of the rainfall leading to debris
flows in arid regions

As mentioned in Sect. 4.3, the investigated triggering cells
are intense (10–85 mmh−1) and short (20–45 min) (Table 1
and Fig. 7). Both their intensities and durations are lower
than the previously suggested threshold for DF triggering
in the study area (intensities greater than 30 mmh−1 for du-
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Figure 10. Scatter plots of antecedent rainfall versus maximum 5 min rain intensity observed over four DFs representative of the four
groups (a–d) for all the storms observed in the radar archive in the period 2013–2019. Data points exceeding the intensity of 10 mmh−1 for
5 min intensity and 5 mmh−1 for 30 min intensity are marked by color and classified according to the time interval specified by the DoDs.
Potential triggering storms (bolded text in Table 1) are marked with dashed blue ellipses, whereas the most likely triggering storms identified
in this study are marked with a continuous blue ellipse. The red ellipse in group 1 marks the storm of 8 May 2014, discussed at the end of
this section.

ration of 1 h or longer; Ben David-Novak et al., 2004). A
previous study conducted on the arid slopes of the Grand
Canyon, Arizona, cautiously suggested that sustained inten-
sity exceeding 20 mmh−1 and a total rainfall of 25 to 50 mm
may be a minimum requirement for DF triggering, without
mentioning a minimum duration (Melis et al., 1995). In our
study, only two out of the four triggering cells have maxi-
mum intensities exceeding 30 mmh−1, but these intensities
were observed only for a short period (less than 10 min),
much shorter than what was previously reported (Fig. 7).
While for most of our mapped DFs, intensity was indeed
greater than 20 mm h−1, the total rainfall for all triggering
cells was lower than 25 mm (Fig. 7). Quantitative accuracy of
radar data, however, is not perfect, and, as mentioned above,
possible underestimation cannot be excluded. Considering
the limited datasets available for arid regions, it is still im-
possible to determine a unique threshold for DF triggering.
More attempts should focus on data collection in these re-
gions and on carefully considering the spatiotemporal dis-
tribution of rainfall during the triggering storms. Hints to-
wards the importance of the temporal rain distribution dur-
ing a storm could already be found in Ben David-Novak et
al. (2004), as their data showed that for both studied events
the triggering cells reached the area only hours after a signif-
icant antecedent rainfall.

We speculate that antecedent rainfall or the flow of water
in the steep channels caused by antecedent rainfall could re-
duce the sediment strength by wetting. The effects of pore

pressure increase and the reduction in apparent cohesive
strength most likely cause this strength reduction (Takahashi,
2014; Terzaghi, 1943). The strength reduction may be fol-
lowed by enhanced incision or direct failure of the sediments
within the channel. Such slope instability can initiate the
DFs once the high intensities provided by a triggering cell
cause a significant water flow at these channels. Shmilovitz et
al. (2020) showed that the threshold for runoff flow on nearby
desert slopes is 14–22 mmh−1 for a duration of 5 min. This
threshold is met by all the four triggering cells that we con-
sider the most likely trigger for the mapped DF deposits, but
it is also met by many other storms among the ones we iden-
tify as possible candidates (Table 1). We hypothesize that,
due to the lack of antecedent rainfall, no DFs were triggered
by these cells. At the same time, however, flash floods could
indeed have been generated, as frequently observed along the
cliff during heavy storms (Belachsen et al., 2017).

5.2 Implications for debris flow occurrence in the
region

The need for antecedent rainfall could also help explain
the low incidence of DFs in the area. To date, only seven
modern DF-triggering storms are reported in the study area:
four events reported for the 10-year period between Octo-
ber 1987 and October 1997 (Ben David-Novak, 1998; Ben
David-Novak et al., 2004) and three identified in the cur-
rent study – roughly equivalent to one triggering storm every
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2–3 years. Given the vast sediment availability, the rarity of
DFs in the area is usually explained by the dry weather (i.e.,
low number of storms) and the small areal extent of the sus-
ceptible steep slopes: only convective cells hitting the small
susceptible area can trigger a DF. However, while storms in
the area are indeed not frequent, each storm usually brings
numerous convective cells. Belachsen et al. (2017) identi-
fied 424 storms in the area in the period 1990–2014, about
20 per year, associated with over 10 000 convective cells,
an average of over 24 cells per storm. Similarly, Marra and
Morin (2018) showed that individual storms can bring even
hundreds of high-intensity convective cells. With these num-
bers, it is more difficult to explain the rarity of DFs just
using the reasoning above. Conversely, the here-suggested
need for antecedent rainfall as a prerequisite for the trigger-
ing implies a need for an intense convective cell to hit an area
where non-negligible precipitation already occurred during
the same storm.

The need for antecedent rainfall as a critical triggering
condition also in arid areas could facilitate the prediction
of such events. Heavy rain intensity remains a key trig-
ger of DFs, but the trajectory and intensity of convective
cells cannot be forecasted with sufficient accuracy even with
the most advanced weather models (e.g., see Rinat et al.,
2021). In addition, the short distance between the debris
sources and the vulnerable structures drastically reduces the
effectiveness of warnings based on radar nowcasting (e.g.,
Sideris et al., 2020). Conversely, antecedent rainfall can be
monitored more easily during the storm, for example using
weather radar observations, and then used to highlight areas
more susceptible to possible incoming convective cells. This
information could be used to send targeted warnings to the
relevant locations and structures at risk.

5.3 Limitations of this study

Our results are based on a relatively small sample of small-
sized DFs detected in an arid region of the eastern Mediter-
ranean. Although we extensively explored the region in
Fig. 1, this inventory cannot be considered complete be-
cause DFs could have been missed due to noise in the li-
dar data or other data issues (e.g., see Sect. 4.3). In addition,
weather radar uncertainties may affect the precipitation esti-
mates (e.g., see Marra et al., 2022). One source of uncertainty
in particular is worth mentioning: the possible advection of
precipitation during its falling from the height of the radar
sampling volume (about 3 km above the ground level) to the
ground could lead to the misplacement of the radar estimates
by a few hundreds of meters; this would typically lead to an
underestimation of the rainfall amounts (Marra et al., 2016).
In addition, it is important to recall that the adjustment of
the radar data is based on only a few available stations: some
level of uncertainty in the quantitative estimates is thus to
be expected. While our qualitative results are robust with
respect to these sources of error and support our reasoning

in terms of process description and understanding, the num-
bers are subject to residual uncertainty, and caution is advised
against their direct use in warning systems.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we investigate the rainfall conditions leading
to DFs on steep arid slopes, where the lack of DF obser-
vations and rainfall data still hinders our understanding of
the typical triggering conditions. We use high-resolution to-
pography and field surveys to map over 40 deposits that
resulted from DFs in the arid region of the Dead Sea’s
western escarpment during 2013–2019. We then use high-
resolution weather radar rainfall to pick the most likely trig-
gering storms and estimates to investigate the rainfall condi-
tions leading to the triggering of DFs in terms of peak inten-
sity and rainfall amounts prior to the triggering convective
cell.

The spatial and temporal analysis of the mapped deposits
and of weather radar data over the triggering locations sug-
gests that the 43 identified DFs were triggered by three
storms that occurred during the spring of 2014 and the au-
tumn of 2015. The mapped deposits were likely triggered by
short convective cells which usually lasted less than 30 min
and could show peak intensities lower than 30 mmh−1.
These numbers are lower compared to previous studies based
on two events in the area (> 30 mmh−1 for over 1 h). Com-
paring triggering and non-triggering storms, we suggest that
antecedent rainfall during the hours to days prior to the trig-
gering convective cells may play a critical role for DF trig-
gering on steep arid slopes. We speculate that wetting of the
slope sediments could reduce their strength and allow their
massive drift during the channel flow caused by the main
convective cell. Our hypothesis is supported by the obser-
vation of numerous convective cells with intensities simi-
lar to or greater than the triggering ones, but no DF signa-
ture appears in the topography even in susceptible locations,
such as the location of DFs triggered by subsequent storms.
In addition, our hypothesis could help explain the very low
occurrence frequency of DFs in an area with high suscepti-
bility and relatively frequent high-intensity convective cells.
Our findings bring new information to our understanding
of DF triggering in arid regions and could be included in
regional-scale warning systems to help minimize the hazard
potential of these events.

Data availability. Rain gauge data were provided by IMS and can
be requested from them at https://ims.gov.il/en/data_gov (last ac-
cess: 6 March 2023). Corrected weather radar data were made
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versity of Jerusalem and cannot be directly shared by the au-
thors; the data can be requested from the Hydrometeorology Lab
at https://hydrometeorology-lab.huji.ac.il/book/contact-us (last ac-
cess: 6 March 2023). Orthophotos are the product of the Survey
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